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Abstract

**Study objective** – To validate previously demonstrated spatial clustering of childhood leukaemias by showing relative proximities of selected map features to cluster locations, compared with control locations. If clusters are real, then they are likely to be close to a determining hazard.

**Design** – Cluster postcode loci and partially matched control postcode areas were compared in terms of distances to railways, main roads, churches, surface water, woodland areas, and railside industrial installations. Further supporting comparisons between non-clustered cases and random postcode controls with those map features representable as single grid points were made.


**Subjects** – Grid referenced registrations of 9406 childhood leukaemias and non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas, including 264 pairs (or more) separated by <150 m, and grid references of random postcode controls in equal numbers.

**Main results** – The 264 clusters showed relative proximities (or the inverse) to several map features, of which the most powerful was an association with railways. The non-railway associations seemed to be statistically indirect. Some railside industrial installations, identified from a railway atlas, also showed relative proximities to leukaemia clusters, as well as to non-clustered cases, but did not “explain” the railway effect. These installations, with seemingly independent geographical associations, included oil refineries, petrochemical plants, oil storage and oil distribution depots, power stations, and steelworks.

**Conclusions** – The previously shown childhood leukaemia clusters are confirmed to be non-random through their systematic associations with certain map features when compared with the control locations. The common patterns of close association of clustered and non-clustered cases imply a common aetiological component arising from a common environmental hazard – namely the use of fossil fuels, especially petroleum.

Many clusters of childhood leukaemia have been reported, including both simple geographical concentrations and groups confined by joint temporal and geographical limits. They have been extensively discussed. Some of the former were related to point-source hazards such as nuclear installations, while others were unrelated to any previously declared geographical feature. Some reports of space-time clusters were simple anecdotes, and although formal verification techniques were sometimes used, clustering was confirmed in some sets of data only, and not in others. Most studies suffered from an arbitrary choice of the bounds within which the clusters were defined; and without a prior scale specific hypothesis it was difficult to separate the defining criteria from those used for statistical testing. The question therefore remained whether clusters of either kind were real, or whether the “positive” reports represented selective publication of extreme examples from a random overall set.

Recent analyses of the full set of leukaemia registrations in England, Wales, and Scotland over a period of 18 years, however, have again shown joint spatial-temporal clusters of registrations spanning approximately 0·5 km and 60 days, bounds similar to those identified in other studies. These findings were then used to declare a scale specific prior hypothesis suitable for testing the presence of pure geographical clustering. This was based upon the argument that if space-time clusters and longer term geographical concentrations coexisted within the same set of data, then they could probably be regarded as separate expressions of a common determining mechanism. The approach was successful in that it showed a significant excess of geographically defined pairs and triplets within this same narrow range.

These findings were based upon map references attached by the Post Office to the postcodes of the registration addresses, and stored in the National Childhood Cancer Register. Only the map references were released for this research; not the postcodes themselves. Unfortunately, geographic precision was limited by the frequent allocation of several postcodes to one map reference. Although it was possible to identify the several postcodes attached to a given map reference, and their several address ranges, it was often not possible to identify the registration postcode itself, to check its precise location, or to calculate more exactly the distances between pairs of registration addresses. Important questions therefore remained unanswered. Might the “clusters” represent a variation of postcode sizes only, or of child-resident addresses within certain postcode groups – for example, constellations of tower blocks of flats.
Clusters defined on so small a scale were too close for comfort to the resolution limits of the map coordinates themselves.

Although the National Childhood Cancer Register was set up to enable research of this kind—and indeed it has no other purpose—the Department of Health (the arbiter in these matters) most unfortunately refused to sanction any research use of the recorded postcodes unless specific permission was first obtained from the ethical committees in every one of some 200 NHS health districts. This requirement was considered impractical. It was unlikely that the total response needed to justify a general release would be obtained; and specific permission relating to a subset of individual children could not be sought because it was not possible to identify them or their physicians to the committees.

If the matter was to be carried further, and the spatial clustering validated, it would be necessary to devise some means of enhancing the positional and relational specificity of the map references within the censored data set. This paper shows how such a technique was devised, and it records the results of its subsequent application.

**Methods**

The registration materials have been described in detail elsewhere. They consist of a computer file of all registrations of leukaemias and reticulo-endothelial tumours in children aged 0–14 years in England, Wales, and Scotland in the 18 year period 1966–83. Individual records included the date of registration, age at registration in months, the sex of the child, the ICD code of the tumour, a map reference derived from the postcode of the address at registration, and the census enumeration district code. Certain materials, including exact date of birth, the postcode itself, the address, and identifying data, were not released. This national file provided the data on which the earlier investigations, and the demonstrations of space-time and geographical clustering, had been based.

The present investigation uses the same set of data and it seeks to confirm the reality of the clusters by demonstrating proximities to putative hazards associated with particular cartographic features. It achieves its enhanced specificity through postulating that if the previously demonstrated short range geographical concentrations are genuine, then close pairs and triplets of cases are also likely to be close to a determining hazard; and that these hazards might be recognised, or at least indicated, through inspecting maps or the sites themselves. The present report is based upon map inspections.

This method overcomes the problem that many children may have contacted hazards some distance from the given address in the period before registration. While many day to day movements will be within a few cluster diameters of the home address, others must involve more distant travelling associated with school attendance, shopping, holidays, and house moves. This will necessarily dilute any true address-proximity effects. However, by concentrating on clusters, with the inference of a nearby hazard common to the pair or triplet of cases, the likelihood of such detection is greatly amplified, and the specificity of any findings much enhanced. The method selects only the most informative events and locations. The lack of positional accuracy resulting from the censusworth rules is thus compensated for by a much improved specificity, within this subset, of any detected proximities to apparent external hazards.

Firstly, the file was searched for all pairs of registration coordinates separated by less than 0.15 km. This includes all those separated by \( r < 0.1 \text{ km} \) in both easting and northing, and the de facto separation limit of such pairs is 0.142 km. This is close to the resolution limits of the postcode coordinates, which are recorded to an accuracy of 0.1 km over the greater part of the country. Accepted pairs were those in which both members suffered from acute lymphatic or acute unspecified leukaemia, or non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma: and the more northerly registration was accepted as the position of the cluster.

Some of the pairs were components of larger sets and these groups were condensed to a single coordinate. Experiments with pairs within limits greater than 0.15 km (for example, 0.3 km) resulted in numbers of larger connected groups of limited positional precision, and for this reason the narrower limit was preferred.

One concordant twin pair was excluded, as was an artefactual cluster resulting from the assembly of children of arms forces personnel and their families in a favoured treatment centre. This left a working list of 264 locations, each accommodating two or more cases separated by nominal distances of 0.142 km or less.

Control postcode were chosen as those filed alternately 10 000 before and after the cluster postcode (the first one to carry the cluster map reference), in a serially numbered and censored list containing 1.28 million residential codes. This was designed to achieve a degree of social and epidemiological pair matching, while leaving sufficient distance for them to differ regarding the presence of short range hazards.

The clusters and the control postcode were plotted on Ordnance Survey (OS) maps (1:50000 Landranger Series). They were widely scattered throughout the country. For each, distances were carefully measured to the nearest: (a) railway in current use, (b) railway in current disuse, (c) river or water, including stream, river, canal, pond, estuary, or coast, (d) wooded area, (e) “A” class road, and (f) church. All of them occur within a few cluster diameters of a large proportion of the general population, unlike sparse features such as nuclear power stations. Rail and road proximities were sought because of pollution associations, and water and woodland proximities because of possible infective (for example, arthropod-borne) associations. Except for churches, which are “points”, all these map features have extended forms. Churches were included as a standardising variable, as described later.

Measurements were recorded to a precision of 0.01 km, although the dependable accuracy is...
probably no better than 0.02 km, on a map of this scale; and with the postcode release problems, it is probably no better than 0.10 km on the ground.

In the event, the first analyses then demanded secondary searches for proximities to other map features. They were definable (like churches) as cartographic points; only the map positions were recorded, and distances calculated rather than measured. Details are given later. The results in turn prompted an examination of distances between these same geographical points and the full set of all registered cases, clustered or not, together with a new set of control locations: 9406 of them, excluding Orkney and Shetland. The new control locations were chosen from the full postcode file through a simple random number process, without matching.

Results

CLUSTER-CONTROL RELATIONSHIPS

The mean eastings for the 264 clusters and the 264 cluster-controls were 427.65E and 427.69E, respectively. Mean northings were 304.11N and 334.72N. The difference asymmetry for eastings and northings arises from the prior east-ordering of the file. For the full set of all registrations, mean eastings were 429.46E (cases) and 424.42E (controls); and mean northings were 320.40N and 316.83N. There were no geographical biases here sufficient to perturb any of the subsequent cluster-control or case-control comparisons.

The cluster-control pair matching succeeded to the extent that the mean interpair distance was 124.51 km; while for the cases and their serially corresponding but unmatched random controls, the mean inter-"pair" distance was 239.19 km.

CLUSTER-CONTROL COMPARISONS OF MEASURED PROXIMITIES

The results of these comparisons are shown in Table 1. The most striking finding is a cluster-control asymmetry for mean distance (km) to the nearest railway; a 42% decrease for railways in current use and a 43% decrease if disused and dismantled railways are included. Many of the disused lines would have been in use during the period of the leukaemia registrations. The difference between the group means, and the deviation of the mean interpair distance from zero, are both highly significant.

The churches and "A" class roads show less striking cluster-control distance contrasts although both are in the same direction as the rail difference, and the church difference is statistically significant. The surface water and woodland correlations, significant for the former, are in the reverse direction.

It was recognised in planning the study that relative proximity to such as a railway might be determined by the characteristics of adjacent neighbourhoods rather than the nominated feature itself. Church distances are measured because they serve as an indicator (in cities) of high population density, older housing, and less affluent life styles: the kind of areas crossed by railways. It was known from another investigation that neural tube defects, with known social correlations, exhibited significant proximities to churches. It was for their controlling function in this respect that church distances were measured. There was indeed a significant correlation between the distance to the nearest church and distance to the nearest railway in the combined set of cluster and control data, directly confirming the presence of such an effect. When church distance was used to standardise rail distance, the latter being reduced to an excess/deficit above/below the value expected from the rail/church regression function, the rail association remained significant. The reverse standardisation diminished the church correlation to non-significant levels; the χ² statistic for rail standardised distance asymmetry was 2.3. The inverse correlations of surface water and woodlands probably reflect incompatibilities with dense industrialisation, both in real terms and through the difficulties experienced by cartographers, with competition for map space in complex urban areas.

The possibility of a postcode artefact must again be considered. As noted already, postcodes in areas with dense transport systems may perhaps cover larger numbers of addresses; or postcodes of a given size may accommodate relatively more children. Linear obstructions to postmen's beats (such as railways) must tend to separate individual postcodes rather than traverse them, perhaps creating an ordered "packing" of map references in their immediate vicinities. However, church distance standardisation should have eliminated much of the urban high density effect, and linear packing should affect controls as well as clusters. The absence of a strong association with "A" class
roads, which also traverse population dense areas and tend to "organise" the disposition of postcode map references, again supports the intrinsic specificity of the rail connection.

As a further check, mean rail distance comparisons were recalculated separately in areas of very high or lesser population densities and rail network densities – the "very high" comprised map sheets covering London, the West Midlands, Liverpool, Manchester, and Glasgow. The rail distances were greater and the cluster-control differences more extreme in the less dense areas, with mean cluster and control rail distances (current and disused lines) of 1.16 and 2.28 km (t = 2.989). The mean distances in the higher density areas were 0.73 and 0.85 km respectively, and were not significantly different. These findings do not suggest a simple artefact, but rather that hazard conditions in extremely dense conurbations are sufficiently severe to mask the effects of railways, or perhaps they seldom permit a sufficient distance between railways and control locations, to show real contrasts.

The subsidiary findings in table 1 can probably be regarded as secondary to a primary association between clusters and railways, and the mutual demographic/cartographic associations between railways, roads, churches, and other map features. The evident strength of the rail-cluster correlation, and the failure to dispose of it through a form of density standardisation, suggest that it is statistically real. However, it is not possible to say immediately whether this reflects a direct hazard from the railway itself or some industrial or demographic aspect of the peri-railway environment.

There are many different ways in which railways could offer a hazard. They include atmospheric pollution from diesel fuel exhaust, evaporation of volatile cargo, or spillage of liquid cargo including fuel or toxic chemicals or radioactive waste; sewage and viral contamination of lines from passenger-care lavatories; use of herbicides and pesticides on rail side vegetation; rodent control poisons; viral hazards among railside wildlife ecosystems (for example, rats, shrews, mice, insects); theft of goods or trespass by children or members of their families; or capture of rodents by domestic pets, with resulting toxic or infective contamination of the home.

The clusters were plotted on a national rail map that distinguished high voltage electrified rail lines (23 kV 50 Hz) from lower voltage (750 V dc) "third rail" lines and non-electrified lines, and on regional maps that distinguished industrial from mixed passenger/industrial tracks. The clusters were very widely distributed involving all three main types of locomotive power and both goods-only and mixed goods-passenger lines. That is, the clusters were not specifically associated with either of the electrification formats or specifically with diesel-only tracks; although diesel locomotives can and do travel on any lines, electrified or not. Nor were they specifically associated with sewage leaking from passenger cars.

The need to narrow the field further led to the next stage of the study.

**Cluster-control comparison of proximities to point hazards**

A number of rail associated potential hazards, distinguishable from the railway itself, were identified through a railway atlas.15 The particular value of the atlas was its recording of rail sidings and industrial branch lines, together with indicators of their uses and users. These include oil refineries, petrochemical complexes, liquid propane gas terminals and tank farms; local oil terminals and depots for transfer from rail to road tankers; cement works and distribution terminals; storage and distribution sidings for agricultural fertilisers (Kemira depots); fossil fuelled and nuclear fuelled power stations; other nuclear installations, sidings and branch lines assigned to the Ministry of Defence (MOD): road stone, quarry, and coal mine terminals; dock sidings, goods traffic marshalling freight, and container terminals; steel works and other (aluminium, tinplate etc) foundries and smelters; gas and coke works; and others. Many of these sidings are also marked on OS maps, furnishing appropriate coordinates, but are shown in formats which are difficult to detect and impossible to identify without the help of the atlas. Some locations are excluded altogether from OS maps under the terms of official falsification policies relating to (some) nuclear and defence installations.

The atlas record was, however, incomplete for present purposes. Some elements recorded on OS maps, for example, several major power stations in the London area and in the West Midlands, are not recorded here, most having been closed down quite recently. Some installations, including docks and liquid propane gas terminals and both nuclear and oil fired power stations, have no rail links and are supplied entirely via sea and estuary, and are legitimately omitted from a rail atlas. Finally, there were railside installations with circular features understood on OS maps as "tanks" but without a siding. They are presumably oil, benzene, other liquid, or powder rail to road transfer terminals; locomotive refuelling points; or railside factories loading directly from tankers halted on the main line or on rail spurs or loops too small to be recorded as sidings. Sewage work tanks are generally well labelled by the OS, although one or two had to be confirmed as such or separated from adjacent oil installations on larger scale maps (1:25000 OS, or "A to Z" city street maps). Cooling towers are recognised from the size of the circles and from their dispositions. Gas holders are more difficult and not always distinguishable from large liquid fuel tanks. With the natural gas revolution, few coal-gas or coke works are now marked and noted.

These various railway associations were identified through a systematic search on OS maps for all features recorded in the atlas; and a supplementary search along all rail lines (approx 3 km either side) on all map sheets with an atlas feature, a case cluster, or a cluster-control) and a search of all major ports and harbours and navigable waters.

Care was taken not to include features such as factories with tanks, identified only because
they were close to identified clusters and which were not close to railways or docks. This would have introduced bias to subsequent cluster-control comparisons. Some locations, for example, power stations with oil tanks or marshalling yards incorporating cement or oil terminals, were recorded under more than one head. Small tank installations on rail lines not covered by the terms of the above search will have been missed; nor was it possible to identify gas and coke works with sufficient consistency to warrant their inclusion. Coal mines, quarries, and stone terminals seemed unlikely candidates both on prior and on intuitive/visual grounds, and were not listed.

Distances from these hazards to the case-clusters, to their matched control locations, to all registrations, and to their unmatched random controls, were subsequently computed (rather than measured) and attached to cluster-control lists and case-control lists for subsequent analysis. Table 2 gives the main results for the cluster-control comparisons. The numbers of hazard points of different classes are given in the final row of this table. Very large installations such as oil refineries were sometimes represented as several points.

The outstanding contrast between the clusters and their matched control locations relates to oil and petroleum depots and terminals, petrochemical factories, oil storage and unloading farms, and refineries. The cluster-control differences are highly significant on several criteria including between group t tests, paired t tests, and within pair asymmetries tested with $\chi^2$. The other putative hazards show much weaker and mainly non-significant differences, some or all of which might be explained as secondary geographical associations.

The mean distances shown in table 2 were greater than those shown in table 1, and there was little overlap between the distributions of the distances with which these two tables are concerned. Although the search for rail side hazards was undertaken to “explain” the rail cluster associations in indirect terms, the proximity patterns shown in tables 1 and 2 seem to be separate phenomena. There may be a common causal mechanism, related, for example, to diesel and other oil products but if this is so the two proximity distributions are separate manifestations, statistically independent of each other.

### Table 2 Cluster-control comparisons: calculated distances to point map features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nearest map feature</th>
<th>Oil refinery</th>
<th>Oil depot</th>
<th>Oil either</th>
<th>Kemira</th>
<th>Cement</th>
<th>Power station</th>
<th>Foundry/steelworks</th>
<th>Docks/harbour</th>
<th>Rail yards</th>
<th>Nuclear installs</th>
<th>Ministry of defence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Km from cluster</td>
<td>45.80</td>
<td>11.36</td>
<td>9.90</td>
<td>54.70</td>
<td>25.37</td>
<td>23.75</td>
<td>41.42</td>
<td>31.42</td>
<td>15.29</td>
<td>57.20</td>
<td>62.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Km from control</td>
<td>49.49</td>
<td>14.19</td>
<td>12.73</td>
<td>64.06</td>
<td>26.92</td>
<td>29.88</td>
<td>47.19</td>
<td>33.79</td>
<td>18.80</td>
<td>61.70</td>
<td>63.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster-control/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>control</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pairwise t ratio</td>
<td>1.384</td>
<td>2.821</td>
<td>3.199</td>
<td>2.678</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>2.860</td>
<td>1.950</td>
<td>1.203</td>
<td>2.518</td>
<td>2.012</td>
<td>0.964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group t ratio</td>
<td>0.700</td>
<td>1.854</td>
<td>2.102</td>
<td>1.444</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.147</td>
<td>1.015</td>
<td>1.612</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>0.303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymmetry $\chi^2$</td>
<td>2.981</td>
<td>7.670</td>
<td>10.281</td>
<td>2.267</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>2.570</td>
<td>2.004</td>
<td>3.186</td>
<td>0.380</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>2.207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n=51)</td>
<td>(n=183)</td>
<td>(n=234)</td>
<td>(n=16)</td>
<td>(n=44)</td>
<td>(n=67)</td>
<td>(n=44)</td>
<td>(n=82)</td>
<td>(n=107)</td>
<td>(n=19)</td>
<td>(n=25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Oil refinery includes major storage installations.

n = number of hazard points used in analysis.

Asymmetry $\chi^2$ is based on: $d < c-o < c$ or $d < c + o > c$ Where $d$ is distance from feature to cluster, and $c$ is distance from feature to control, and $c > o$ is number of cases where $c$ is greater than $o$.

### Table 3 Individual case-control comparisons: calculated distances to point map features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nearest map feature</th>
<th>Oil refinery</th>
<th>Oil depot</th>
<th>Oil either</th>
<th>Kemira</th>
<th>Cement</th>
<th>Power station</th>
<th>Foundry/steelworks</th>
<th>Docks/harbour</th>
<th>Rail yards</th>
<th>Nuclear installs</th>
<th>Ministry of defence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Km from cluster</td>
<td>47.94</td>
<td>13.47</td>
<td>11.71</td>
<td>60.59</td>
<td>26.93</td>
<td>26.21</td>
<td>45.25</td>
<td>33.60</td>
<td>17.15</td>
<td>69.82</td>
<td>62.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Km from control</td>
<td>49.78</td>
<td>14.86</td>
<td>13.14</td>
<td>60.81</td>
<td>30.37</td>
<td>28.68</td>
<td>48.82</td>
<td>33.65</td>
<td>19.20</td>
<td>61.95</td>
<td>64.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster-control/</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>control</td>
<td>2.063</td>
<td>4.976</td>
<td>5.818</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>5.989</td>
<td>4.456</td>
<td>4.032</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>5.430</td>
<td>1.115</td>
<td>1.669</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Oil refinery includes major storage installations.
matched cluster-control comparisons had shown a similar range of effectiveness with 24/10 within 3 km of an oil installation of any kind, 23/13 at 3 to 5 km, and no excess beyond 5 km. Refineries and other large installations often spanned several kilometres on the map, sometimes with several refineries in the same area. The difficulties of representing them as single, independent map points may account for the relative irregularity and increased range of their associated gradients, compared with smaller sites.

The relative risks for cement works/terminals, rail yards, and steelworks showed no clear distance gradations at short ranges. The variations were irregular and suggested secondary associations rather than diffusing toxic hazards. Fossil fuelled power stations also showed an irregularity, but one which could be real. There was a modest ratio of 156/144 (1:10) cases/control within 2 km, a sharp jump to 232/155 (1:50) at 2 to 3 km, then a reversion to 540/516 (1:05) at 3 to 5 km. These results might feasibly reflect a pattern of significant fallout from tall chimneys.

These relationships were explored further through identifying those specific sites whose relative risks, within successive radii, exceeded arbitrary “toxicity” criteria. The most “toxic” sources are listed in table 4, and the criteria are defined in a footnote. This confirms the high risks associated with severe industrial pollution, notably on Merseyside, in north east London, the steel manufacturing area between Sheffield and Rotherham, and parts of the West Midlands; and it confirms the predominance of the oil and petrochemical hazards. It confirms that fertilizer depots, MOD depots, and nuclear installations can be disregarded from this point of view. It shows that the dock and railway associations are probably indirect: also that the three “toxic” cement works and terminals were close to other more likely sources. An additional examination of the Grimethorpe-Bolsover Coalite plant in Derbyshire, much maligned in the media as a supposed source of dioxin contamination of surrounding farmland, showed no evidence of a leukaemia generating effect.

In contrast with the indirect associations, the high risk power stations were often geographically independent of oil installations, and this apparent hazard cannot be dismissed so readily. The high case-control ratios were generally within 5 km, where intrinsic effects are less likely to be confounded with those of other sources.

The search showed two important heterogeneities. Firstly, certain steelworks showed powerful and probably independent effects while others, notably in Glasgow, the Midlands, and South Wales, failed to do so. Secondly, despite the predominant effects of refinery and petrochemical installations, a group of large refineries seemed to be relatively innocent. This might partly be due to their isolation from large populations, with small numbers of cases and controls, but a grouped assessment of several such refineries (shown in table 4) showed only a short range effect involving relatively few extra cases. Both heterogeneities suggest the likely importance of manufacturing variations and of special processes within these industries or in nearby ancillary plants; or perhaps different crude oil or other raw materials sources.

Within so complex a set of geographical relationships it is difficult to identify cause-effect possibilities among these industrial sources. Caution is clearly necessary. Only the oil and petrochemical installations, the power stations, and possibly some steelworks, show a sufficient strength, consistency, and independence in their leukaemia associations, and sufficient coherence of their risk/distance relationships, to be regarded as genuine potential hazards; and even within these groups there seem to be heterogeneities.

**Discussion**

The later steps of this investigation were not envisaged when the study began. The original postulate was that close pairs of leukaemias should themselves be close to a responsible hazard, and appropriate map measurements relating the various cartographic candidates to cluster postcodes and to control postcodes showed a powerful local association with railway lines. A weaker association with churches, and negative associations with open water and wooded areas, were probably the indirect effects of their sharing the high population densities surrounding the rail lines. The question then arose as to whether the high densities or the rail lines themselves should be treated as statistically primary or whether some unconsidered industrial association of the lines might be the true cause; or indeed, whether the findings reflected only some hazard related artefact of the postcode map reference allocation process. The remainder of the study hinged on these questions. In the event, the systematic nature of the findings largely excluded the question of an artefact.

A search for rail associated industrial features was conducted using a railway atlas, and their positions subsequently tested against the clusters and control locations. In a supplementary examination, these features were tested against the full set of leukaemia registrations and a fresh set of controls. The most powerful and consistent findings related to oil and petrochemical installations and to power stations. Other findings were interpreted as secondary to these primary relationships and to the mutual geographical associations of different industrial plants. Although these searches had been designed to see whether the railway effect was secondary to those of nearby installations, the disparate scales of the respective proximity distributions showed them as separate phenomena. Neither the rail proximities nor the oil installation or power station proximities readily “explained” the other.

Although independent statistically, they could each represent a single general class of environmental hazard, namely the spillage or evaporation of petroleum/tar products from diesel locomotives, rail tankers, or static storage tanks together with the partial combustion, fractionation, cracking, and other chemical pro-
cessing of fossil fuels. Space-time clustering could presumably have resulted from major discrete escapes. This, if confirmed, would reverse the earlier hypothesis\(^2\) that it might represent a response to an infection and perhaps reinfection, rather than a toxic exposure.

The subject of petroleum exposure in relation to childhood leukaemia has received only sparse attention in published reports. This is surprising, since the benzene component is a well-established leukaemogen. The parallel increase in petroleum and other fossil fuel usage and the incidence of acute leukaemia in both children and adults, are also suggestive. The relationships between leukaemia and toxic exposures were studied in a recent case-control study of a cluster of 14 childhood cases in a restricted area in The Netherlands. This showed excessive exposures both to insecticides and to petroleum products.\(^4\) Other locally published Dutch studies incriminating petroleum were mentioned. There are also several studies showing that petroleum and fuel exhaust exposures are leukaemia hazards in industrial workers, and that not all of it is explained by benzene.\(^7\)-\(^20\) However, no large scale systematic examinations of the question in relation to childhood leukaemia have been found. The present investigation is probably the first clear demonstration of such a relationship within a total population over an extended period, and at the same time provides a confirmation and a general explanation of the geographical clustering associated with this disease.

---